THE

ST AUSTELL
TOOLKIT

Introducing
the story and
its expression
The St Austell visual language in all forms was created to reflect the St Austell
‘big idea’, themes and brand values. Therefore all future expression must be
driven by this conceptual engine.
The visual language is a highly adaptable and evolving system, not just a
static logo, therefore we encourage you to use this in a forward thinking way.
St Austell’s visual identity is made up of various elements including a unique
visual language, visual language watermarks, a colour palette and typefaces.
This allows you the ultimate control and flexibility to turn focus up and down
on aspects and audience whilst still relaying one message, which feels and
looks like the overall brand.
Think like St Austell - show growth and innovation, make bold use of space,
and push these tools to their limits - but most of all have fun!
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St Austell ‘Big Idea’

Fresh Green Futures
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St Austell
Themes
Naturally active
Green horizons
Igniting bright sparks
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Creative
strategic
direction
green
horticultural
textural
undulating
myriad of landscape
bold
celebration
youthful
vibrant
fresh
growing
sparks

lush
active lifestyle
hub
innovative
inventive
edgy
brave
futuristic
visionary
pioneering
bright
new
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Introducing the
main visual language
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How to use
the main
visual language
The main visual language has been created as the
primary tool for the St Austell visual identity and
comes in a variety of graphic expressions, which can
be positioned, rotated and cropped in a variety of
ways. Multiple expressions of the visual language can
be used within one layout.
Scale is an important part of applying the visual
language. Please do not scale the language down to a

DO NOT use the main visual language in its entirety and
make sure that the language bleeds off the page.

size where it does not have a key presence on the page
or scale up to where only singular parts of the overall
form are visible. The main visual language should
not be presented in its entirety and therefore must
be cropped, having the main visual language at least
bleeding off two edges of the viewable area. When
the designer is choosing how to crop the language
they should respect its dynamic attributes and show as
much detail as possible.
The visual language cannot be used behind
photography but can be used alongside photography.
The main visual language cannot be used on a
background colour. Type can only be typeset along the
edges of the visual language. Please see examples as a
visual reference. (p20)

DO NOT scale up to where only singular parts of the overall
form is visible.
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Introducing the
white visual language
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How to use the
white visual language
The main visual language has been supplied in a white out form. This
part of the visual language is particularly useful when applying over
photography or used, in part, over an output which already has a
strong visual presence and a subtler link to St Austell is required.
All rules for the main visual language apply to the white main visual
language unless stated here. The white main visual language can be
used over photography. The white visual language can be used over
any colour from the St Austell colour palette. Type can be type-set
over the white visual language taking into account heavy areas of the
visual language where the type and language details would get lost.
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Introducing the
visual identity
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The main St Austell
visual identity

The main visual identity: Min. height 15mm.

The St Austell main visual identity can be used as an alternative to the visual

The main visual identity has been supplied in a white out form. As with the white

language, when a traditional logo is required, The main visual identity cannot be

visual language the white visual identity is useful when used in part over an

used over any colour apart from white. The visual identity can be used alongside

output which already has a strong visual presence and a subtler link to St Austell

the visual language ensuring the clear zone of the visual identity is respected.

is required. This can also be used as a contemporary watermark. The white visual

The main visual language is to be used as a preference over the simplified

identity can be used on colours from the St Austell colour palette. If using the white

visual identity. (p12)

visual identity alongside the visual language only use the white visual language.
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The simplified
St Austell visual identity

The simplified visual identity: Min. height 15mm.

The simplified visual identity can be used over any colour from the colour palette
taking into account legibility. The simplified visual identity can be used alongside
the visual language ensuring the clear zone of the visual identity is respected.
The designer can choose to colour the simplified visual language using colours from
the St Austell colour palette. The simplified visual identity should only be used when
the main visual identity cannot be used, e.g. if the identity needs to be embroidered
on to a t-shirt or it needs to be reproduced at a small scale.
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Clear zone

When using any of the St Austell visual identities, please
keep an area equivalent to the height of the letter ‘S’ taken
from the St Austell identity. Please see the example above
for the correct placement in the clear zone. This clear zone is
applicable to all of St Austell identities.
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Visual identity do’s

DO use the main visual identity over a white background

DO use the white visual identity over a contrasting colour from the St Austell
colour palette

DO colour the simplified visual identity in a colour from
the St Austell colour palette.

DO use the white visual identity over photography ensuring the legibility of the
visual identity.
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Visual identity don’ts

DO NOT use the main visual identity over a colour

DO NOT use the white visual identity over a colour that
effects legibility
DO NOT change the proportions of the visual identity

DO NOT use the simplified visual identity over a colour
that effects legibility

DO NOT colour the simplified visual identity in a colour
DO NOT use the identity over images that are too busy

that is not present in the St Austell colour palette.
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Colour
palette
These are the colours of the St Austell colour palette
and no other colours can be used.

Pantone 7734 C
Pantone 2272 C
Pantone 7469 C
Pantone 2253 C
Pantone 7465 C
Pantone 358 C
Pantone 107 C
Pantone 211 C
Pantone 485 C
Pantone 226 C
Pantone 267 C
Pantone 2370 C
Pantone 632 C
Pantone 5493 C
Pantone 256 C
Pantone 402 C
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Commercial
typeface
Heading Type: Roice OT Regular
When writing heading text or sub-heading text always use the typeface Roice
OT Regular. We suggest for headings to typeset in lowercase, Please set the
type to optical kerning with the tracking set to 0 (in InDesign).
The typeface can be downloaded via this link, for use on the web the font can
be selected within the buying options:
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/fontfont/roice/ot/

Body Type: Avenir Book
When writing body text always use the typeface Avenir Book.
Please set the type to optical kerning with the tracking set to 10 (in InDesign).
This typeface can also be used for sub-headings .
The typeface can be downloaded via this link, for use on the web the font can
be selected within the buying options:
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/linotype/avenir/45-book/

Secondary font: Helvetica
When neither of these typefaces are available, for example in online
applications or Powerpoint, the above rules do not apply. In these cases
Helvetica should be used as a secondary font.

Roice OT Regula
OT Regular Roic
Regular Roice O
Roice OT Regula
OT Regular Roic
Regular Roice O

Avenir Book Avenir Book
Book Avenir Book Aveni
Avenir Book Avenir Book
Book Avenir Book Aveni

Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica R
Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular He
Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica R
Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular
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Non-commercial
typeface
Heading Type: Museo 500
When writing heading text or sub-heading text always use the typeface Museo.
500. We suggest for headings to typeset in lowercase, Please set the
type to optical kerning with the tracking set to 0 (in InDesign).
The typeface can be downloaded via this link, for use on the web the font can
be selected within the download options:
https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/exljbris/museo/

Body Type: Lato Light
When writing body text always use the typeface Lato Light.
Please set the type to optical kerning with the tracking set to 10 (in InDesign).
This typeface can also be used for sub-headings .
The typeface can be downloaded via this link, for use on the web the font can
be selected within the download options:
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Lato

Secondary font: Helvetica
When neither of these typefaces are available, for example in online
applications or Powerpoint, the above rules do not apply. In these cases
Helvetica should be used as a secondary font.

Museo 500 Mus
500 Museo 500
Museo 500 Mus
500 Museo 500
Museo 500 Mus
500 Museo 500

Lato Light Lato Light Lato
Light Lato Light Lato Ligh
Lato Light Lato Light Lato
Light Lato Light Lato Ligh

Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica R
Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular He
Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica R
Regular Helvetica Regular Helvetica Regular
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St Austell photography
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The photography should celebrate and help bring to life St Austell’s themes
and big idea. The approach should be confident, bold and experimental
with the emphasis on modernity as opposed to traditional. The big idea
is Fresh Green Futures, to communicate this story, photography should go
beyond simply capturing St Austell’s assets but instead aim to tell a more
layered story by combining multiple themes, as detailed below, in one image.
These images should be animated with people where possible and taken in a
reportage style so feel fresh, accessible and contemporary.
Green Horizons is an important theme for St Austell and therefore
photography should aim to capture the place’s unique horticultural assets
such as Eden, the Lost Gardens of Heligan and it’s Cornish Palms. Green
textures are also very important to tell this green and growing story.
Photography should communicate the place as a leading pioneer of
horticulture competing on the world stage – this story is very much about the
future. Combining plants and flowers with technology in the same image is
one way to communicate this part of the story. Traditional or ‘quaint’ gardens
should be avoided such as hanging baskets and planters, the focus should
instead be on modernity and innovation.
St Austell has a unique topology with its clay pits and beaches offering an
active lifestyle hence it’s theme Naturally Active. Photographs should capture
people interacting with this unique landscape, such as surfing and 4 x 4
driving. These photographs should be animated, capturing a sense of energy
and vitality. Close up shots of seaspray and kicked up dirt will emphasise
natures role in these physical activities rather than static wides. The use of
motion blur is another way to inject a sense of life and movement into these
shots.
St Austell is a place to make a career not end one, photography should profile
existing start ups and SME’s, pairing this with the work/life balance St Austell
offers. This theme Igniting Bright Sparks is a call to action at this stage,
therefore some creativity and planning is needed to sell this theme in the
photography. For example, a business meeting could be staged using young
aspirational people, their off road bikes are seen propped up outside with a
tempting view of the sea from the window.
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Visual language examples
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Visual language examples
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Visual language examples
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Visual language examples
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A thinkingplace toolkit
produced for St Austell
by Peter Anderson Studio.
www.thinkingplace.co.uk

